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ABSTRACT 
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Satellite drift maxima from a synchronous inclined 
circular orbit due to perturbations a r e  investigated. A syn- 
chronous satellite, one which re t races  its ground track eacb 
day, will tend to drift from the initially synchronous trajectory 
in time. Six, twelve, and twenty-four hour period orbits 
receive special attention. 
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I. INTRQDUCTIGN 
A constant ground track o r  synchronous satellite is one which 
ideally re t races  i ts  ground t rack each day. 
initially over some fixed point A on the ear th 's  surface. 
that this occurs  a t  the ascending node. 
about one day la ter ,  Point A will again be there. 
satellite will tend to a r r ive  early or late and thus mis s  passing over Point 
A. Assuming perfect guidance this m i s s  i s  mainly caused by lunar and 
solar forces exerted on the orbit. 
A V  between the radius vectors to Point A and to the satellite at the time 
Point A and the projection upon the ear th  of the orbits ascending node 
coincide. 
miss  angle for circular inclined orbits. 
Assume that the satellite i s  
Assume also 
When the satellite reaches i t s  node 
As time goes on the 
The mis s  can be expressed by the angle 
The purpose of this study is to obtain an upper bound for this 
Besides the AV m i s s  there is a deviation AL in maximum latitude. 
This is due to lunar and solar perturbations of the orbital inclination, An 
upper bound for  this is obtained also. The upper bounds for A V  and hL 
combine to give an upper bound for  a satell i te 's  deviation from a constant 
ground t rack trajectory. 
a 
11. THE NODAL PERIOD 
A relation for the nodal period of a 24-hour satellite orbit  with con- 
stant ground t rack i s  given by 
= 27T t 52' PNe Oe 'Ne 
where OJ 
and 52' i s  the drift ra te  of the satellite's equatorial node. The angles a r e  
measured in radians and time i s  measured in any convenient units. 
is angular rate of the ear th 's  rotation, PNe is  the nodal period, e 
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The above equation states that while the satellite makes one revolu- 
tion from node to node the ear th  rotates once relative to the node. 
means that the satellite will be above the same point on the ear th 's  surface 
a t  each nodal crossing. 
This 
Since the 12 hour and 6 hour constant ground t rack orbits a r e  also 
of interest ,  it i s  desirable to generalize the above formula so that the 
satellite can make any number of revolutions per day. 
by replacing P 
pN e 
This can be done 
in (1) by nPNe. Solving the resulting expression for  N e  
gives 
- 2 H  - 
n ( u  - S2') PNe e 
where n is the number of revolutions made by the satellite while the earth 
rotates once. 
The term PNe can be interpreted either as the required nodal. 
period for  constant ground t rack or one nth the period required for the 
ear th  to rotate once relative to the ascending node. a 
To f i r s t  order  in J, neglecting higher order  harmonics a s  well as  
solar  lunar effects, the actual nodal period PNs of a circular orbit is 
given by 1 
PNs = pk ['- 2 JR2 (3  - 2. 5 sin 
a 
where Pk - 2 H / Z  is the Kepler period of the satellite, i is the 
orbital inclination to the equator, a is the semi-major axis of the orbit, 
R is the ear th ' s  equatorial radius, J = 0. 001624 is the oblateness 
constant, and GM is the gravitational constant t imes the ear th 's  mass .  
A satellite is synchronous when P Ns - PNe. The e r r o r  o r  
deviation APN in the nodal period is 
A P N  - PNs - PNe . 
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Assuming the satellite i s  exactly synchronous initially the e r r o r  in  
nodal period at  any time t is 
APNt = dPNs - dPNe 
where d denotes the differential or  change in the quantity. These changes 
a r e  small even over a period of several years .  
The change in the nodal period d P  of the satellite is obtained by NS 
differentiating ( 3 ) .  It is 
2 5Pk JR  sin i cos i d i 
dPNs = a 
where a and hence Pk a r e  assumed to be constant. 
assumption since perturbations in  a a r e  mostly periodic except for low 
satellites where drag is important. In any event the e r r o r  due to per tur-  
bations in a can be considered separately and added to the results which 
will  be obtained from the above. 
This i s  a reasonable 
The change dPNe in the period P is obtained by differentiating Ne 
(2) .  This gives 
- 2n d 52l 
2 
n(we - Q') dPNe - 
where dP  and dQl denote small changes in the period and nodal drift 
ra te  respectively. 
N 
To f i rs t  order  in J, neglecting higher order  harmonics and lunar- 
solar effects, 52' i s  given' by 
2 - 2 n J R  cos i 
P k a 2 ( l  - e2)2 5 2 1  = radians per unit time 
where e i s  the orbi t ' s  eccentricity. 
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For  circular orbits, e = 0 is  nearly constant. Then differentiat- 
ing the above yields 
2 7 ~  JR2 sin i d i dS2' = 
pk 
.r' 
where again a is  assumed constant. 
Combining (6) and (8), dPNe can be expressed as 
( 2 ~ ) ~  JR 2 sin i d i 
nPk a' (ae - ~ 2 1 ) ~  
- 
dPNe 
Substituting (5) and (9) i n  (4) yields 
JR 2 sin i d i 
nPk(We - 52') a 
What is  now needed is an estimate of how much the orbital inclin3- 
tion i changes with time. 
111. ORBITAL INCLINATION 
Since inclination is essentially unchanged by oblateness effects it 
i s  only necessary to consider lunar and solar forces in evaluating it. 
convenient to consider the lunar effects f i rs t .  
It is 
(9) 
Lunar perturbations on equatorial orbital parameters  can best be 
determined by f i r s t  considering perturbations on orbital parameters  
taken relative to the earth - moon plane. 
equatorial inclination i is  then bounded by 
The lunar perturbation on the 
2 
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m sin sin i sin 52 A Q m 
1 
/di 1 1 5 sin i 
where 1 Aim 1 and 1 A 52 m l  indicate upper bounds for perturbations in  
inclination i and nodal position 52 respectively. The subscript m 
signifies that the orbital parameters a r e  taken relative to the ear th- -  moon 
plane. 
equator. The nodal position Sl i s  measured from the lunar equatorial 
m m 
The parameter Im is the inclination of the lunar orbit to the 
m 
node. 
The upper bound given by (11) above is a simplified version of ( 3 6 ) ,  
This reference also provides a method for computing upper Reference 2. 
bounds for perturbations in  i and Qm.  m 
F i r s t  order  lunar perturbations in i and 52 can be expressed m 
as the sum of a secular te rm and a periodic term.  
contributes very little and can safely be omitted (see Reference 2).  
The periodic term 
The lunar perturbations in im and 51 per  revolution of the 
satellite a r e  
3 
2 -15'1~ a Hm - ( e  sin 2wm sin 2i ) m m Ai 
3 
2 2  (1  - e 2 t  5e sin urn) m 
-3n a Hm cos i 
A n m  - 
is the moon's mass ,  Me i s  the ear th ' s  m 
M - 
8 Mm where Hm - 
Me 
mass ,  a 
perigee of the satellite's orbit. 
i s  the semi-major axis of the moon's orbit, and wm i s  the argument of m 
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Formulas (12) and (13) correspond to (26) and (27) in  Reference 2. 
F o r  nearly circular orbits these reduce to 
= o  m Ai 
3 
m m An = -37r a Hm cos i radians per  revolution. 
Substituting these in (1  1) gives an upperbound to the lunar secular 
perturbation in  i per revolution of the satellite. That i s  
0. 5 sin 2im < 1/2 the above simplifies to I m  m I = /  I -  Since sin i COS i 
3~ a 3 Hm s inIm I sin Q,( 
(15) radians per unit time 2Pk sin i 
where division by the Kepler period Pk has converted the perturbation to 
radians per unit time. 
Similarly it can be shown that an upper bound for the solar secular 
perturbation in  i is 
37r a3 H~ sin I sin acl 
radians per unit t ime. (16) 2Pk s in  i 
, Mc is the sun's mass,  M is the ear th 's  mass ,  MC e where Hc = 
ac IC i s  the inclination of the 
ecliptic to the equator, and nC i s  the longitude of the orbi t ' s  ecliptic node. 
2ac3 Me 
i s  the semi-major axis of the ear th 's  orbit ,  
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The above can be combined to give an upper bound for the per -  
turbation in i per unit time. That i s  
Since Im is at most 28. 5 degrees and IC = 23. 44 degrees, the 
above can be replaced by a simpler and more conservative upper bound 
which i s  
1 di 3n a 3 (Hm t Hc) sin 28. 5 (18) radians per unit tim e.  2 P  sin i < - k 
IV.  TIME DRIFT 
Substituting the above in (10) and multiplying by time T gives an 
upper bound to the e r r o r  in  period A P at time T. It i s  a NT 
where time and distance may be expressed in any convenient units. 
If time i s  expressed in  days and distance in  nautical miles the 
following values for the constants hold: 
J = 0.001624 
R = 3444 n m i  
H 
Hc = 0 . 3 1 6 ~  10' ( n m i )  
= 0. 687 x 1OwL8(n mi) - 3  m 
18 - 3  
I. The following approximations a r e  also of use. 
Pk = l / n d a y s  
- 52' 27r radians per day we 
Using these values (19) reduces to 
days. -15 5 cos i - C 1 3 . 8 ~ 1 0  TT a n T l  
Before proceeding further it is interesting to note that the upper 
bound is  zero when 
n 
= 3 -  cos i 
F o r  6 hour, 12 hour, and 24 hour orbits this zero occurs when the 
inclination i is about 37 degrees, 66 degrees, and 78 degrees respectively. 
Returning to the general case the average e r r o r  in nodal period 
during time T wi l l  be l e s s  than one-half the upper bound expressed by (20). 
Since the satellite makes about T /Pk  revolutions the time miss  At at 
time T wi l l  be bounded by 
where APNmax denotes the upper bound expressed by (19) o r  (20) .  
V. MISS IN TRUE ANOMALY 
A time mis s  A t  will cause a mis s  AV in  true anomaly where 
AV can be expressed by 
27~ At 
'k 
AV = -
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AV < 13.8 x n2 a n 3  T2 - 1 I I -  
since the angular ra te  of the satellite is about 27r/Pk radians per  unit 
time. 
a 
radians 
Then referring to 
is given by 
AV I -  
(21) an upper bound for the mis s  AV at  time T 
5 cos i 0.0178 x l o g 5  (nT)2  1 - 1 I deg 
7 radians. r rT APNmax AV < 
I -  pk" 
Substituting the upper bound given in  (20) for A P  an upper N max 
bound for the mis s  AV is given by 
where Pk is replaced by l /n.  
miles and days respectively. 
Also a and T must be in nautical 
The above expression can be further simplified by expressing the 
semi-major axis a in t e rms  of the number of revolutions per day n. If 
a is in nautical miles then 2 a 
which i s  obtained from the standard formula for the Kepler period (see (3) ). 
Solving this for a in terms of n gives 
n mi -2/3 a = 22,809 n 
Substituting this into (22),  converting radians to degrees, and com- 
bining all constants gives 
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o r  
where T and Y a r e  the time of flight in days and years  respectively. 
Recall the assumption that the initial nodal period of the satellite is 
such that the trajectory is synchronous for  the f i rs t  day. 
assume that a 12 hour synchronous satellite is injected into a circular orbit. 
Also assume that this satellite is exactly above Point A on the ear th 's  
surface the f i r s t  and second time that A c rosses  the satellite's ascending 
node. 
directly overhead except for  a small e r r o r  AV. 
For  example, 
Then each time A a r r ives  a t  the ascending node the satellite will  be 
The angle AV lies in the satellite orbital plane with i t s  vertex 
at  the ear th 's  center. One side goes through Point A which i s  on the ear th 's  
surface and just crossing the node. 
Assume further that the orbit i s  inclined at  30 degrees to the equator. Then 
during the f i rs t  three years  of the satellite's lifetime, the angle AV will  be 
l e s s  than 1. 3 degrees. 
The other side goes through the satellite. 
The upper bound 1. 3 i s  obtained by substituting 
n = 2, = 1. 26, Y = 3, and i = 30' into (24). 
Returning to the general case, assume that the initial nodal period 
of the satellite is biased in such a way that the satellite passes  directly 
above Point A at  the beginning and end of the time interval T. Then the 
maximum miss  angle is bounded by one-fourth the amount given by (23) o r  
(24). This is because the maximum possible e r r o r  in period a s  expressed 
by (20) is reduced by a factor of one-half and the time during which AV i s  
increasing o r  decreasing i s  also reduced by a factor of one-half. 
Hence the upper bound fo r  the mis s  AV of the 12-hour satellite . ' _  
discussed above would be 0.  32 degree. This is  for i = 30 degrees and 
Y = 3 y e a r s .  . 
In addition to the mis s  AV there is a mis s  due to the change in 
i. maximum latitude which in  turn is due to a change in the inclination 
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VI. DRIFT I N  LATITUDE 
In addition to the angular drift AV, constant ground track satellites 
a r e  subject to an e r r o r  in maximum latitude due to perturbations in the 
orbital inclination i. An upper bound for the perturbation in i per unit 
time is  given by (18). 
maximum latitude L during time T. This is 
This leads to an upper bound for the change A L  i n  
35r a3 (Hm t Hc) (s in  2 8 .  5) T 
2Pk sin i radians 
where the t ime after injection T and period Pk must be in the same units. 
See (8)  and (11) for the definitions of Hm and Hc which must be expressed 
in  units consiskent 
Converting 
bining the various 
latitude becomes e 
with those used for the semi-major axis a. 
the right side of (25)  to degrees and then coin- 
constants the upper bound for the change in maximum 
-15 3 0.  129 x 10 a 
Pk sin i deg 
where the semi-major axis a must be in  nautical miles. A l so  the time 
a f t e r  injection T and the period P must be in  the same units. 
F o r  the twelve hour orbit previously discussed, a = 14, 342 
nautical miles, T = 1096 days, and P = 0 .  5 days. Assuming that the 
equatorial inclination i is  30 degrees, the upper bound for the deviation in 
latitude is 1. 67 degrees. . 
If a and Pk a r e  expressed in  t e rms  of n, and time T is 
expressed in  years ,  then (26) becomes 
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VII. SUMMARY 
The principal result of this memo is the determination of an upper 
bound for the deviation A V  i n  t rue anomaly V of a constant ground 
track satellite with a nearly circular orbit. 
bound for the deviation A L  in  maximum latitude L of the satellite i s  also 
obtained. 
A s  a byproduct, an upper 
These results a r e  expressed by (24) and (27) which a r e  
lAV1 5 0.0238 
1 1 0 . 5 6 Y  AL < - n sin i 
where n is the number of revolutions the satellite makes per day, Y is  
the time after injection in years,  
miles,  i i s  the equatorial inclination of the orbit, and T i s  the time after 
injection in  any unit consistent with the units expressing the period P of 
the orbit. 
a i s  the semi-major axis in  nautical 
The upper bound for AV assumes that the initial nodal period i s  
This upper bound is such that the satellite is exactly on target initially. 
also subject to the assumption that the semi-major axis a is  constant 
except for small periodic fluctuations. 
If the initial nodal period i s  such that the trajectory is exactly on 
target at f i rs t  and the last nodal crossing of a given period of Y years,  
then the upper bound for the e r r o r  A V  i n  the t rue anomaly is 
IAV 1 5 0.006 (n Y)  - 1 deg. 
The e r r o r  i n  maximum latitude can be cut in half by biasing the 
initial inclination, then 
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A L  t AV 
Al l  of the above upper bounds in this memo a r e  subject to the 
f ollo wing r est ri c tions : 
1 .  0, 2. 3, and 3. 6 deg - 
e < 0 . 0 5  -1. 
s i n i  > 0 . 0 5  - 2 .  
3 .  n < 6  
Y > 2 years  -4 .  
These restrictions a r e  approximate only. This study w a s  made 
with a near circular,  12 hour satellite orbit with i = 30 degrees in mind. 
Therefore no investigation w a s  made as to exactly what the restrictions 
should be. 
The third restriction i s  necessary because drag was assumed to 
be nearly zero. 
tion is  due to the fact that neglected periodic te rms  a r e  important for 
shorter  time intervals. 
This would not be true for a low orbit. The fourth res t r ic -  
Circular orbits of 6 hour, 12 hour, and 24 hour periods a r e  of 
special interest. If i = 30 degrees, Y = 3 years ,  and the initial 
inclination and nodal period a r e  not biased, the upper bounds for the 6, 12, 
and 2 4  hour orbits a r e  
A V  0.45, 1. 3, and 0 .  71 deg; I l -  
and 
r e  sp ectively . 
1. 7,  and 3 . 4  deg; 
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For  the 12-hour orbit the above says that the satellite is never 
more than 2. 3 degrees out of position during the first three years.  
that the two e r r o r s  act at right angles when the latitude e r r o r  is maximum. 
Hence 2. 3 degrees, not 3. 0 degrees, is the upper bound for the combined 
e r ro r .  
Note 
If the initial nodal periods and inclinations of the orbits a r e  biased 
as discussed in connection with (28) and (29) above then the upper bounds 
for  the 6, 12, and 24 hour circular,  30 degree orbits a r e  
AV < 0. 11, 0 .  31, and 0. 18 deg; I l -  
0. 42, 0. 85, and 1. 8 deg; 
and 
IAL t AV 1 < 0.45, 0 . 9 ,  and 1 .9  deg - 
respectively. 
The upper bounds for changes in  inclination were derived under the 
assumption that the satellite's node w a s  initially at the most unfavorable 
position. Since no allowance w a s  made for nodal drift the upper bounds 
for changes in i a r e  conservative especially over long periods of time. 
This in turn makes the upper bounds for perturbations in  true anomaly 
and latitude conservative. 
a 
Actually lunar and solar perturbations in  inclination a r e  periodic 
These parameters a r e  closely and Q C  respectively. functions of 
related to the satellite's equatorial node 52. 
of 3.4, 15, and 87 years for the 6 hour, 12 hour, and 24 hour orbits r e s -  
pectively. This is  obtained from (7) with i taken equal to 30 degrees. 
"m 
This parameter has a period 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
a 
a 
a 
d 
e 
i, i 
m 
C 
m 
1 %  
d i l  
d is 
Im 
c 
I C  
Hm' Hc = perturbation constants: see (13), (16) and (19) 
a 
semi-major axis of the satellite's orbit 
semi-major axis of the moon's orbit about the earth 
semi-major axis of the ear th ' s  orbit about the sun 
differential of a parameter 
eccentricity of the satellite's orbit 
inclination of the satellite's orbit to the equatorial o r  lunar 
plane respectively 
an upper bound to perturbations in i 
change i n  i due to lunar forces 
change in  i due to solar forces 
inclination of the lunar orbit to the equatorial plane 
inclination of the ear th 's  orbit to the equatorial plane 
due to lunar forces  m 
J = oblateness constant (J  = 0.  001624) 
M , M  ,M = mass  of the moon, sun, and earth respectively 
n = satellite revolutions per day 
m c e  
= Kepler period of the satellite 
= one nth of the time required for the ear th  to rotate once 
pk 
PNe relative to the satellite's node; see (2) 
= nodal period of the satellite 
pNs 
R = ear th 's  equatorial radius 
V = satellite's angular position measured from the ascending 
equatorial node 
AV = e r r o r  o r  change in V 
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Y 
a 
A 
w e 
52 
51' 
"m 
"C 
*%n 
C 
AS2 
= time in years  
= change o r  perturbation in a parameter 
= ear th 's  angular ra te  of rotation relative to inertial  space 
= longitude of the satellite's equatorial node 
= drift rate of the satellite's equatorial node 
= angle from the lunar equatorial node to the satellite ascend- 
ing lunar node 
= longitude of the satellite ascending ecliptic node 
= perturbation in 52 due to lunar forces m 
= perturbation in nc  due to solar forces 
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